Upgrade version of D3.js to version 4.7.3

2017-03-17 10:32 - Anders Kostending

**Status:** Closed  
**Priority:** Should have  
**Assignee:** Anders Kostending  
**Category:**  
**Target version:**  
**TYPO3 Version:** 8  
**PHP Version:**  
**Tags:**  
**Start date:** 2017-03-17  
**Due date:**  
**% Done:** 100%  
**Estimated time:** 0.00 hour  
**Complexity:**  
**Sprint Focus:** Stabilization Sprint

### Description

Revision 87456668 - 2017-03-22 18:35 - Anders Kostending

[TASK] Upgrade version of D3.js to version 4.7.3

Release notes:


4.7.3 * Fix the Mercator projection’s built-in clipping when projection.rotate is used. * Fix the transverse Mercator projection’s built-in clipping when projection.rotate is used. * Fix the transverse Mercator projection’s built-in clipping when projection.clipExtent is used.

Resolves: #80320  
Releases: master  
Change-Id: Ief0e4c58506e162062e32fc166df9edcac9f87d2  
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/52073  
Reviewed-by: TYPO3com <no-reply@typo3.com>  
Reviewed-by: Josef Glatz <josef.glatz@typo3.org>  
Reviewed-by: Faton Haliti <fha@systime.dk>  
Reviewed-by: Christian Kuhn <lolli@schwarzbu.ch>  
Tested-by: Christian Kuhn <lolli@schwarzbu.ch>

**History**

#1 - 2017-03-17 10:36 - Gerrit Code Review

- Status changed from New to Under Review
Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/52073.

#2 - 2017-03-17 13:18 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 2 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/52073.

#3 - 2017-03-22 19:00 - Anders Kostending
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset 87456668802ad77f6e03f44cfd261ecf4e7b6fe6c.

#4 - 2018-10-02 11:03 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed